
English 4 Writing Portfolios 
 

Your portfolio must be complete and submitted on the day it is due.  Failure to complete the portfolio 

will result in failing the course – regardless the grades earned.  You must also be present the entire 

period of presentations in order to have your portfolio accepted.  An incomplete portfolio will not be 

accepted.  This is school policy not just my rule!! 

 

Your portfolio is complete when the following items are included: 

 

1. Title Page – Name, Date, Name of Class (not the block it meets) 

 

2. Introduction ☻ see note below 

 

3. Informative/Expository Essay 

 

4.   ☺    Reflection of Informative/Expository Essay 

 

5. Creative/Descriptive Piece 

 

6.   ☺    Reflection of Creative/Descriptive Piece 

 

7. Argumentative (Defense of a Point of View) Essay 

 

8.   ☺    Reflection of Argumentative (Defense of a Point of View) Essay 

 

9. Personal Essay/Personal Statement 

 

10.   ☺    Reflection of Personal Essay/Personal Statement 

 

11. Book List  ☼  See note on other side of this page 

 

*Each paper should be labeled as the type of writing you are intending it to be as well as the title the paper 

was originally given when it was written. 

 

*The reaction paper should follow the paper you are reacting to and should still be labeled as the Narrative 

Piece, Creative, etc. even if you think it is obvious which paper you are discussing! 

 

*You must include one rough draft of one of the pieces that you have written.  Please place this in your 

portfolio directly following the final draft. 

 

☻Introduction 

 The introduction should be 1 to 1½ pages in length.  Your introduction should include how you feel 

about yourself as a writer.  You may include what you feel are your strengths and/or weaknesses as a writer, 

how you feel about writing, if you’ve always felt this way or if it’s something new, or what you feel you need 

to learn to do to be a better writer.  You may cover all of this in terms of just this year or over your entire high 

school career so far.    Is there anything you wish you had learned in order to be better prepared for college or 

life in general?   

 



☺ Reflections 
Must be at least 1 full page, double-spaced, 1 inch margins 

(Any less will adversely affect your grade) 

 

Must show a mature and educated overview and insight into you and a reflection of your work 

  

Include answers to any or all of the following questions: 

  What did you learn from this paper, assignment, book, project, etc? 

  How is it a good or bad representation of you and/or your writing? 

  How could you have improved this paper? 

  What makes this paper so good? 

   - Or any type of reflective comments you could make about the paper… 

 

Be sure to organize the paper into paragraphs so that it is not just a journal writing over your feelings! 

 

 

 

☼  Book List 

 

 Must be in alphabetical order by author’s last name 

  

Underline or italicize all titles – DO NOT use quotation marks 

 

 You may include all of the books you have read since you started high school or you may only include 

what you have read this year.  It is entirely up to you.  You are not being graded on how many books you have 

read this year.  It really makes no difference, so be truthful! 

 

 

 

 

Format 

 

You will remove all MLA headings and type new portfolio headings at the top of each piece.  Consistency 

and neatness are key! Headings will look like the following: 

 

Informative/Expository Essay 

7 Habits Research Paper 

 

 

Reflection of Informative/Expository Essay 

7 Habits Research Paper 


